Moorestown Mall has been a Burlington County fixture for nearly six decades. The one-floor mall currently houses some 90 stores and businesses, including reconoced names like Michael’s, Planet Fitness, Victoria’s Secret, and H&M.

At least 8 retailers located at Moorestown Mall are Black-owned. And within the last year, the mall has welcomed two new Black-owned businesses, which makes some entrepreneurs hopeful about opportunities to reach a broader clientele base through onsite mall kiosks and storefronts.

One example is Nika Corbett, the owner of Curate Noir, which opened its mall kiosk in May of 2021. The subscription box company showcases and sells the products of 9 other local Black- and brown-owned brands listed on their website.

Corbett says that the mall has been supportive throughout the onboarding process. She has hosted expos there and featured businesses like women’s clothing shop Vixen Culture Boutique and event photography vendor Selfie Design Lab. Both have opened up kiosks of their own in Moorestown Mall.

“Seeing black-owned businesses in an open, receptive space encourages other business owners to say maybe I can do it too,” said Corbett.

Moorestown Mall is located at 40 Route 38, just shy of four miles from Cherry Hill Mall. Both malls are owned by Preit, a Pennsylvania real estate investment trust (PREIT), a publicly traded real estate investment trust that mainly invests in malls throughout the Mid-Atlantic states. And both attract shoppers from South Jersey and Philadelphia, though Cherry Hill Mall boasts a larger retail plaza and selection of high-end retailers.

Amid recent store closures and financial struggles, Moorestown Mall has been undergoing construction that PREIT hopes will revitalize the property. This effort stems from a 2010 agreement between PREIT and the township to build a 112,000-square-foot hotel and three apartment buildings, including 213 affordable homes in the mall’s parking lot.

As plans for redevelopment play out, entrepreneurs like Lena Watson are bringing their businesses to Moorestown.

“We’re family owned and operated, said Watson, who openedThereems, an art and design studio, at Moorestown Mall in April. The shop offers paint and sip events, private parties, and pop-in paint sessions. The glass doors make the vibrant artwork colors pop, so it is hard to miss if you are walking by.

Watson has been painting for six years and runs the rapid and widespread. Usualy are equivalent to a parole exception, and another year added to your physical bondage. There are literally over (40) violations, from fighting to smoking when prohibited, which can warrant a write-up.

PAROLE VIOLATIONS AND RECIDIVISM

Recidivism always guarantees repeat business for the nations modern-day slave trade. Vicious parole officers and un-realistic parole agreements ensure a vibrant re- volver door back behind bars. Over (60%) of state pris- oners return back to prison after being released. Parole officers are paid to control and monitor the life of each parolee. They serve as supervisors, social workers, in- vestigators, police officers and even prosecutors.

The 1941 Parole Act gave parole agents the powers of police officers towards parolees under their jurisdiction.

Our people, who were being brought to the colonies from Africa in shackles and chains, continuously struggled and fought against the collective wicked evil during the most horrific and exploitive time period known to man.

Moorestown Mall has been supportive.

The Day Play owner, Jakeya Pearce and son Sebastian, at their store in Moorestown Mall.

We’re family owned and operated,” said Watson, who opened Thereems, an art and design studio, at Moorestown Mall in April. The shop offers paint and sip events, private parties, and pop-in paint sessions. The glass doors make the vibrant artwork colors pop, so it is hard to miss if you are walking by.

Watson has been painting for six years and runs the rapid and widespread. Usually are equivalent to a parole exception, and another year added to your physical bondage. There are literally over (40) violations, from fighting to smoking when prohibited, which can warrant a write-up.

PAROLE VIOLATIONS AND RECIDIVISM

Recidivism always guarantees repeat business for the nations modern-day slave trade. Vicious parole officers and un-realistic parole agreements ensure a vibrant revolving door back behind bars. Over (60%) of state prisoners return back to prison after being released. Parole officers are paid to control and monitor the life of each parolee. They serve as supervisors, social workers, investigators, police officers and even prosecutors.

The 1941 Parole Act gave parole agents the powers of police officers towards parolees under their jurisdiction.

Our people, who were being brought to the colonies from Africa in shackles and chains, continuously struggled and fought against the collective wicked evil during the most horrific and exploitive time period known to man.

Today, the average state parole board is comprised of (5) people who are appointed by the Governor of each state. They serve (6) year terms and are paid an average annual salary of $80,000 a year. Actual parole hearings, which are intense and private, consist of the prisoner, parole board members and a prison staff member.

In many states, the victim or family of the victim is permitted to testify at the hearings.

The majority of people who are being brought to the colonies from Africa in shackles and chains, continuously struggled and fought against the collective wicked evil during the most horrific and exploitive time period known to man.

Today, the average state parole board is comprised of (5) people who are appointed by the Governor of each state. They serve (6) year terms and are paid an average annual salary of $80,000 a year. Actual parole hearings, which are intense and private, consist of the prisoner, parole board members and a prison staff member.

In many states, the victim or family of the victim is permitted to testify at the hearings.

Today, receiving disciplinary write-ups, which are programs maintain prison social control through the threat of parole denial. It also helped to create more discipline and to get inmates to work harder.

During these time periods of prison reform for white people, our African ancestors were living in the Hell of chattel slavery. During this dark period of Masafu, Africans received no reprieves, stays executions, pardons or paroles.

During this time period of white incarceration, each colony continued to reap the unlimited benefits of legalized slavery.

Our people, who were being brought to the colonies from Africa in shackles and chains, continuously struggled and fought against the collective wicked evil during the most horrific and exploitive time period known to man.

Today, the average state parole board is comprised of (5) people who are appointed by the Governor of each state. They serve (6) year terms and are paid an average annual salary of $80,000 a year. Actual parole hearings, which are intense and private, consist of the prisoner, parole board members and a prison staff member.

In many states, the victim or family of the victim is permitted to testify at the hearings.
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